MESSAGE FROM THE GNHCB

The GNH Centre Bhutan extends a warm greeting to friends in Bhutan and beyond. We are delighted to share the second issue of 2018's GNH Pulse - a quarterly newsletter to share our aspirations, work, and events in promoting the vision of Gross National Happiness. We hope that 2018 will continue to bless the Centre’s humble efforts going forward. Happy reading!

IMPACT SAFARI, A JOINT EFFORT WITH SMALL GIANTS, AUSTRALIA

The GNH Centre Bhutan hosted the “Impact Safari: Bhutan” from 15-23rd March 2018, on the theme Leadership in the New Economy, with Small Giants Australia. The participants comprised of 26 Australians involved in a range of social enterprises, impact investment and were keen to explore the Gross National Happiness paradigm and spiritual perspectives behind creating a more sustainable and holistic economy.

This programme was designed for leaders working in purpose-led businesses who want to explore how to lead the new economy, by injecting GNH values into personal and professional leadership experiences in the surrounds of an ancient and beautiful culture.

A symposium by national experts on various topics such as Good Governance, the GNH Screening Tool and GNH in Business was also organized.
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UPCOMING EVENTS

- 23 JULY - 3 AUG: BRIDGING MASTERCLASS, WITH SCHUMACHER COLLEGE, UK
- JULY: GNH YOUTH IN ACTION MODULE 2
- AUGUST: GNH ADVOCACY AND OUTREACH PROGRAM: A TOUR OF WHOLE BHUTAN

ANNOUNCEMENT

- THE GNHCB HOSTS TALKS AND PRESENTATIONS FOR VISITORS AT A NOMINAL FEE. PLEASE CALL 02-321263 TO INQUIRE ABOUT THE RATES AND PROGRAMME DETAILS.
GNH MASTERCLASS, IN IN PARTNERSHIP WITH SCHUMACHER COLLEGE, UK

In collaboration with the Schumacher College, the third module of the “The Gross National Happiness Master Class” took place in Bhutan. The participants were taken on an enriching experience on Gross National Happiness in practice, and how to develop the skills and experience to create their own GNH prototype. The participants relished an evocative “sensing journey” in their quest to learn more about Bhutan, GNH and self transformation.

They also took part in an intriguing “GNH Symposium” that involved eminent thinkers and speakers of the nation like Dr. Karma Phuntshe, Lyenpo Thakur Singh Powdyel and Lama Ngodup Dorji whose talks shed light into some of the deeper aspects of GNH. They also visited VAST Bhutan to get a taste of the contemporary Bhutanese art and social responsibility.

The GNHCBS believes that true community vitality lies in our ability to understand our interdependence and relationship with nature, culture, and society. The programme was held in Haa to get a taste of true Bhutanese lifestyle, hospitality and a real experience of community vitality where participants partook in simple farm activities such as milking cows, cooking local cuisine, traditional flour milling and gardening—all of which are now industrialized in the western world.
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